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Abstract A search for a 30 GeV particle which decays into two leptons and is produced in association with a b quark and a light quark,
using proton-proton collision data at 13 TeV that was collected by the CMS detector. This is a phase space that has not yet been probed
by other analyses. A signal model based on a vector-like quark model with one 28 GeV particle decaying into two tau leptons is
considered.

Background estimation
Processes like top quark pair production, Drell Yan (Z/𝛾* → 𝜏𝜏) and QCD
can be reconstructed as having a tau pair. Most samples can be reliably
estimated with Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, however, QCD is estimated
using data-driven control regions

Selections: two jet categories
The signal process has a 𝜏𝜏bj signature, where one jet is typically forward.
Therefore, we divide up our final jet selections to increase sensitivity:
1. one central b jet (|𝜂|<2.4) plus at least one forward jet (|𝜂|>2.4)
2. one central b jet (|𝜂|<2.4) plus only one other central jet (|𝜂|<2.4)

Results & Conclusions
Expected upper limits on the cross section times branching ratio 𝜎*BR(X → 𝜏𝜏)
have been derived.
• 𝜇𝜏h channel is more senstitive than the e𝜏h, due to more efficient and precise 

reconstruction of the muon
• the jet selections with a forward jet (1b1f) have better upper limits that those with 

only central ones (1b1c), as the 1b1f selections are more signal-like

We are looking forward to unblind our results soon.

Tau reconstruction
Tau lepton decay before they can be measured.

CMS uses the Hadron Plus Strip (HPS) algorithm for 
hadronically-decayed taus.
• charged hadrons like 𝜋± are identified

by their track
• 𝜋0 → 𝛾𝛾 is are identified as a “strip”:

energy clusters in the ECAL of some
maximum Δ𝜑, Δ𝜂 size

Motivation: 30 GeV bump ?
An excess was found in electron-positron collision data at ALEPH.
• 30 GeV in the invariant mass distribution of a muon pair
• in association with jets originating from bottom quarks
• no significant excess was found for events with a pair of 

electrons.

Signal: VLQ
The ALEPH excess might point to a new particle
that can be observed at the LHC.
• we consider vector-like quark (VLQ) model

qb → q′B′  where  B′ → bX → b𝜏𝜏
• VLQs can solve theoretical problems such

as the hierarchy problem
• our signal process will have one b quark

and one forward-scattered light quark

Tau pair mass
This analysis selects tau pairs that decay to 𝝁𝝉h or e𝝉h pairs.
• missing information due to neutrinos
⇒ find most likely m𝜏𝜏 using all the tau decay

candidates and missing energy information
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1 Introduction

Decays of t leptons provide an important experimental signature for analyses at the CERN
LHC. Evidence for decays of the standard model (SM) Higgs boson (H) into tt has been re-
ported [1, 2], as have searches for neutral and charged Higgs bosons in decays to t leptons
that have special interest in the context of the minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM
(MSSM) [3–8]. The CMS collaboration has published analyses of Drell–Yan (qq ! Z/g⇤ ! tt)
and top quark pair production [9–11] in final states with t leptons. Searches for supersymme-
try, leptoquarks, W0 and Z0 bosons, as well as other non-SM Higgs bosons [12–17] benefit from
the high performance t reconstruction and identification capabilities of the CMS detector.

With a mass of mt = 1.777 GeV [18], the t is the only lepton heavy enough to decay into
hadrons (h), and it does so in about two thirds of the cases, typically into either one or three
charged pions or kaons and up to two neutral pions (p0), and one neutrino (nt). The p0 meson
decays almost exclusively into gg. In about 35% of the cases, t leptons decay into an electron
or muon and two neutrinos. The branching fractions for the main t decay modes are given
in Table 1. The decays t� ! h� p0 nt, t� ! h� p0 p0 nt, and t� ! h� h+ h� nt (with cor-
responding channels for t+) proceed via intermediate r(770) and a1(1260) meson resonances.
The electrons and muons originating from t decays are difficult to distinguish from electrons
and muons produced directly in the primary proton-proton (pp) interaction, and are handled
using the standard CMS algorithms for electron and muon reconstruction and identification.
The algorithms for t reconstruction and identification presented in this paper focus on t lep-
ton decays to hadrons + nt, that we refer to as “hadronic” t decays and denote by th. The
algorithms provide the means for reconstructing individually the dominant th decay modes.
In comparing the energies of reconstructed th candidates to their true energies, we refer to the
charged hadrons and neutral pions produced in the t decay as “visible” t decay products, and
ignore the nt.

Table 1: Approximate branching fractions (B) of different t decay modes [18]. The generic sym-
bol h� represents a charged hadron (either a pion or a kaon). Charge conjugation invariance is
assumed in this paper.

Decay mode Meson resonance B [%]
t� ! e� ne nt 17.8
t� ! µ� nµ nt 17.4
t� ! h� nt 11.5
t� ! h� p0 nt r(770) 26.0
t� ! h� p0 p0 nt a1(1260) 9.5
t� ! h� h+ h� nt a1(1260) 9.8
t� ! h� h+ h� p0 nt 4.8
Other modes with hadrons 3.2
All modes containing hadrons 64.8

The mean lifetime of t leptons at rest is 290⇥ 10�15 s [18]. The distances that t leptons travel be-
tween their production and decay are small, but nevertheless significant compared to the trans-
verse impact parameter and secondary-vertex resolution of the CMS tracking detector [19]. En-
ergetic t leptons originating from Z or SM Higgs boson decays typically traverse distances of
a few millimetres before decaying.

The main challenge in identifying hadronic t decays is distinguishing them from quark and
gluon jet background. The cross section for multijet production from perturbative quantum
chromodynamical (QCD) calculations exceeds by many orders of magnitude the rate at which
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Fig. 25: The result of the extended maximum likelihood fit of the signal + background model to the unbinned opposite sign
di-electron mass spectrum.
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Fig. 26: The result of the c2-fit of the signal + background model to the binned version of the opposite sign di-electron
spectrum (left) and the corresponding distribution of pulls (right). c2/ndof = 0.39. To avoid bins with zero entries the fit
range for this test is restricted to [15, 36] GeV.

Parameter Value Error

# signal events 8.00 ± 4.53
# background events (overall) 1036.91 ± 69.45

mass [GeV] 29.18 ± 0.47
width (Crystal Ball) [GeV] 0.10 ± 1.82
alpha (Crystal Ball) [GeV] 1.67 ± 1.94
n (Crystal Ball) [GeV] 8.79 ± 9.38

width (Gaussian) [GeV] 0.70 ± 0.10

(a)

Observable Value

ZBi 1.15s

Zasym 1.53s
p-value 0.062995

(b)

Fig. 27: Parameter values of the extended maximum likelihood fit to the opposite sign di-electron mass spectrum obtained
from ALEPH data (left) and significance of the excess (right).
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Fig. 7: The result of the extended maximum likelihood fit of the signal + background model to the unbinned opposite sign
di-muon mass spectrum.
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Fig. 8: The result of the c2-fit of the signal + background model to the binned version of the opposite sign di-muon spectrum
(left) and the corresponding distribution of pulls (right). c2/ndof = 0.56. To avoid bins with zero entries the fit range for this
test is restricted to [15, 36] GeV.

Parameter Value Error

# signal events 32.31 ± 10.87
# background events (overall) 1457.06 ± 89.71

mass [GeV] 30.40 ± 0.46

width (Breit-Wigner) [GeV] 1.78 ± 1.14

width (Gaussian) [GeV] 0.74 ± 0.10

(a)

Observable Value

ZBi 2.63s

Zasym 5.35s
p-value 4.37725 ·10�8

(b)

Fig. 9: Parameter values of the extended maximum likelihood fit to the opposite sign di-muon mass spectrum obtained from
ALEPH data (left) and significances of the excess (right).
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